Emergency meeting of College Academic Council being held on 13-07-2015

AGENDA

Item No1.

Sub: Proposal for relaxation of credits for promotion to III year B.Tech - I Sem and IV year B.Tech. - I Sem & Implementation of R-14 regulations to R-10 & R-11 batches students with regards to eligibility for promotion.

As per the regulations governing the B.Tech. course for promotion to III year B.Tech. - I Sem and IV year B.Tech. - I Sem, the candidates are required to acquire a minimum of 50% of credits upto II B.Tech. II Sem and III B.Tech. II sem respectively. The R-10 & R-11 batch students are at present in III & IV year B.Tech classes and are the vanishing the batches. In order to benefit such students, it is proposed to recommend the implementation of R-14 regulations to them also from this A.Y:2015-16 onwards. The list of students who secured less than 50% of credits upto II year B.Tech. II semester and III B.Tech II semester is placed before the CAC for kind information and consideration for promotion in accordance with R-14 regulations.

Item No2.

Sub: Scope for improvement of IA performance- reg

It is observed that the students who secured the IA marks in theory subjects less than 10 marks out of maximum of 25 marks are finding extremely difficult to pass in the theory subjects in external examinations, many times in spite of passing in the external examinations. In order to benefit such students, it is proposed to create scope for improvement of the IA performance. Hence the matter is placed before CAC for kind perusal and approval.
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Dear Sir,

I request you to consider and implement the following suggestions for the issues going to discuss in 6th Academic Council being held today i.e 13.07.2015.

Item (i):
For Autonomous Colleges, as per the existing academic regulations (2010-11 batch onwards) "A student shall be promoted from III year to IV year if he/she fulfills the academic requirements of 50% of the credits up to III year I Semester from all the examinations, whether or not the candidate takes the examinations and secures prescribed minimum attendance in III year II Semester”.

For Autonomous Colleges, as per the existing academic regulations (2010-11 batch onwards) "A student shall be promoted from II year to III year if he/she fulfills the academic requirements of 50% of the credits up to II year I Semester from all the examinations, whether or not the candidate takes the examinations and secures prescribed minimum attendance in II year II Semester”.

There are 13 Autonomous colleges (12 Affiliated and 01 Constituent) in jurisdiction of JNTUK, Kakinada. In all these 13 colleges the above mentioned academic regulations are implemented in toto. Hence, relaxation in 50% of the credits is not advisable / permitted in the welfare of your own institute and also the University.

Item (ii):
Improvement of sessional (Internal) marks is permitted from the University end only for PG programs i.e M.Tech / M. Pharmacy / MBA and MCA programs. Since improvement of sessional marks is not permitted for UG (B.Tech / B. Pharmacy) students as per academic regulations in force, this facility of improvement of sessional marks can not be introduced in Affiliated Autonomous Colleges.

I request you to record the above 2 issues in today’s agenda and circulate the draft copy of minutes of the meeting.

Regards,
Dr. Ch. Sai Babu
Professor in Electrical Engineering Department,
Lakireddy Bali Reddy College Of Engineering (Autonomous), Mylavaram
L.B. Reddy Nagar :: Mylavaram-521 230 :: Krishna Dist. :: A.P
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As per the regulations governing the B.Tech. course the candidates are required to acquire a minimum of 50% of credits upto B.Tech (IV Sem) and B.Tech (VI Sem) respectively for promotion to B.Tech (V Sem) and B.Tech (VII Sem).

The R-10 & R-11 batch students are at present in B.Tech V & VII Sem. classes and are the vanishing batches. In order to benefit such students, it is proposed to recommend the implementation of R-14 regulations (40% of credits) to them from this A.Y:2015-16. The list of students who secured less than 50% of credits upto B.Tech (IV Sem) and B.Tech (VI Sem) is placed before the CAC for kind information. The matter is placed before CAC for kind approval for implementation of R14 regulations to R10 & R11 batch students.

Decision:
It is resolved to defer this proposal for now.

Item No2.
Sub: Scope for improvement of IA performance- Reg.

It is observed that the students who secured the IA marks in theory subjects less than 10 out of maximum of 25 are finding extremely difficult to pass in the theory subjects in external examinations in spite of passing in the external examinations. In order to benefit such students, it is proposed to create scope for improvement of the IA performance. The details of such students with IA marks less than 40% (10 marks) and who have secured 40% (30 marks) of the marks in external examinations are placed for kind information, perusal and approval of the proposal to create scope for improvement of performance in Internal Assessment.

Decision:
It is resolved to defer this proposal for now.
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